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With outdoor TVs, you get a true outdoor 

television that delivers a quality picture in 

the toughest environments.   

Your music doesn't stop at the back door.  

Simply install landscape speakers around your 

pool, deck, or patio, and you can enjoy your 

favorite tunes anywhere.



Blends into the landscape OUR PRODUCTS

PERFORMANCE

 From speakers to subwoofers, Custom AV Integrators has 

everything you need to turn your outdoor space into an 

outdoor oasis.



Outdoor Audio

OUR BRANDS

Why should your party stop just because you went 

outside?  With our custom designed solutions that fit 

your landscape design, you can now have music that 

sounds as good, if not better than in your house.  With 

carefully plaed speakers and buried subwoofers, the 

party is only getting started when you head outside.



Our Products 

OUR PRODUCTS

Mother Nature can be brutal, which is why we 

choose products constructed with durable 

materials, able to stand up to the harshest 

elements.  From summer thunderstorms to winter 

snowfalls, your system is built to last.

MOUNTABLE WEATHER PROOF LOW-PROFILE 



Performance

Even  Coverage

PERFORMANCE

Don't let hot spots ruin your listening experience.  

Thanks to wide dispersion angles and individual 

volume settings, you'll get even coverage across the 

entire space, without disturbing the neighbords.



PERFORMANCE

  Bring great picture to the great outdoors with 

SunBriteTV, the only time-tested outdoor TV in the world.

OUR PRODUCTSOUR STORY



Our Story

OUR STORY

We dedicate our time to selecting TVs that deliver a 

safe, outdoor, and worry-free entertainment 

experience.  The products we use can be found across 

the country, including Yankee Stadium, Wrigley Field, 

and more.  Add an outdoor soundbar for that extra 

performance that will wow our family and friends.
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Our Products

OUR PRODUCTS

When we say "all-weather", we mean it.  Thanks to 

precise construction, the TVs we use provide great 

picture in rain, extreme temperatures, and direct 

sunlight.  You can't say the same for regular TVs.  

Available models ranging from full-shade to full-

sun applications allow for complete customization.   

So from patio to poolside, there's a TV to match.



PERFORMANCE

Performance

If you think you can save money by installing 

and indoor TV outside, think again.  Just look 

at the many reasons why an outdoor TV is the 

only choice for outdoor video.

Why you shouldn’t install an indoor TV 

anywhere outside (even on your porch)

Safety

Open the first page of any TV manual, and you’ll see a section warning you about 

the dangers of putting an indoor TV outside. Besides the risk of electrocution, one 

small short, and your cheap TV can cause some pretty expensive damage. 

Damage

If you think that indoor TV is safe under your patio, think again. Humidity, dust, 

and sunlight can all compromise the inner workings of your device.  

Performance

No one wants to watch a picture with obtrusive glare or black spots, but that’s 

what you’ll be faced with when your TV isn’t equipped for the outdoors. 

Warranty Issues

It’s simple: If you install an indoor TV outside, you’re voiding the warranty. So if your 

picture goes out on the very first day, you’re out of luck (and some serious cash). 

Compromised Devices

A TV shock or short due to moisture can cause damage to other connected devices, 

which means more equipment you may have to replace. 

Time

Don’t bother rolling out and setting up a TV every time you want to be outside. 

With SunBriteTVs, they’re installed once, and last for years. 
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